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In response to advances in AI and concerns about automation-induced job loss and other downstream economic impacts, there is
interest from policymakers and scholars in identifying strategies to more broadly distribute the winnings of AI technologies. One idea
gaining prominence is to use data valuation techniques to estimate the value of different data contributions and pay people directly.
Despite academic interest and backing from policymakers, there exists little guidance about how selecting an operational definition of
data value might influence the outcomes of such initiatives. In this paper, we show that seemingly minor design choices can seriously
change the distributions of data values, a serious concern for any human-AI system seeking to incorporate such values for payments
or other purposes. We also see that by shifting towards collective notions of data value, we could retain some practical benefits of data
valuation while avoiding exacerbating issues with economic inequality.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Scholars and the general public have raised concerns that intelligent technologies — i.e., artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning (ML) — will contribute to economic inequality [9, 10, 12, 35, 46, 47], in particular via job loss
from automation. Given that excessive inequality is associated with major societal challenges, including political
instability, financial crises [2], reduced national economic growth [53], and even public health harms [13], changes in
the distribution of wealth caused by AI may create downstream issues that outweigh the many possible benefits of AI.
In response, there have been prominent calls to implement “data dividends”: the governor of California directly called
for a state-run data dividend [56], related conversations have happened in jurisdictions like West Virginia, Colorado,
and Canada [38], and data dividends have begun to attract research attention [5, 16, 60, 61]. Furthermore, a body of
academic research on data valuation has emerged, some of which is directly motivated by the use of data values in
markets, a “private option” for data dividends.

The data dividend term has been used broadly to refer to giving people a share of the profits from an intelligent
technology when their data contributions have been used to train that technology [16, 24, 38, 56]. This concept is
inclusive of any program that retroactively provides payments or other goods and services to individuals or groups
in recompense for their data contributions. Although similar in spirit to crowdwork markets for data (which have
issues related to working conditions and pay [3, 21, 48]), data dividends can be used to compensate people for data
contributions that have already been incorporated into AI systems. This distinction is important in light of the growth
of large “generative AI” models like OpenAI’s GPT [8] and Dall-E [45] that rely on content like news articles, research
papers, social media posts, open source code contributions, artwork, and more, all of which were generated well before
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the corresponding AI technologies were widespread. Similarly, data dividends are well-suited to share the winnings of
search engines and personalized recommendation systems that rely on large-scale behavioral data [39].

The governor of California announced interest in data dividends in a major 2019 policy speech [56]. To quote
California’s governor, the mandate of a data dividend is to help consumers “share in the wealth that is created from
their data” [14]. This mandate could be interpreted as calling for collective value estimation (i.e., answering “what is the
aggregate value created by all residents of California?”), but could also be interpreted as calling for very individualistic
value estimation (i.e., answering “what is the value created by a particular person?”). The latter meritocratic framing
has permeated early discussions.

There is no widely agreed upon definition of data value that addresses this tension between individual and collective
value estimation. Prior work looking at particular value definitions, like “leave one out”, suggests designers may need
to worry about unequal dividend payments [60] and a lack of robustness [62]. Furthermore, we do not know how
variations in value definition or estimation procedures might lead to different economic impacts.

In this paper, we explore the impacts of different data value definitions with the goal of informing the increasingly
realistic discussion about implementing data dividends. Specifically, we produce data value estimates under a variety
of experimental conditions corresponding to designers with different value definitions to show how the downstream
data value distributions might change. Our experimental results show how any proposed definition of data value is
sensitive to unavoidable subjective design decisions. However, some choices can avoid extremely unequal outcomes,
and it is possible to offload decision-making power from the designer to dividend recipients if people can bind together
their data contributions, i.e., as part of a “data coalition” [35]. If people group their data contributions together, there
are many fewer counterfactual outcomes for a data value estimator to simulate, the data value estimation process is
cheaper, the resulting dividends are likely to be more equal, and the responsibility for dividend outcomes shifts from a
centralized designer to recipients themselves. This point is important in light of increased usage of larger models, such
as those used for generative AI systems.

In the Discussion, we reflect on implications for actors interested in data dividends, in particular emphasizing the
core challenge for any program aiming to make retroactive payments for data contributions: the need to define data
value. Our discussion resonates with critiques [43, 55] of data dividends, but also suggests a path forward: moving
towards collective definitions of data value.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

2.1 Background on Data Dividends

Many high profile media outlets have begun to cover data dividends and related concepts (e.g. [1, 38, 44, 54]), and
scholars have begun to discuss aspects such as feasibility [61], strategies for implementing a pragmatic data dividend
[16], and computational aspects [5]. The data dividend idea can be seen as stemming from work that emphasizes the
“data labor” underlying AI [4, 35] and related ideas like considering data subjects as investors [29].

The wave of generative AI-related announcements in 2023 catalyzed more data dividend related discussions. Most
notably, OpenAI announced a plan to partner with Shutterstock for training data, with Shutterstock running a “Contrib-
utor Fund” to pay data contributors [57]. Adobe has similarly alluded to plans for a “compensation strategy” that may
incorporate aspects of data dividends and markets [28]. These developments suggest the possibility of both state-run
dividends and firm-run dividends. It is also possible that the public could demand some form of payment by threatening
to withhold data going forward, i.e. using “data levers” [59].
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Data dividends may benefit from new data-related regulations, though there are challenges in translating changing
laws into practical impact (see e.g. challenges with the GDPR in practice [7]). While a key motivator for this study was
interest from policymakers, all of our results are broadly relevant to any scenario in which an organization retroactively

disburses funds to individuals or groups on the basis of data value.

2.2 Critiques of Data Dividends

Several authors have critiqued the data dividend idea on both practical and moral grounds [43, 55]. In a response to
Andrew Yang’s “Data Dividend Project”, Ongweso characterized the proposal as a way to give people a pittance in
exchange for their information, and highlighted the concern that a poorly implemented data dividend could cement
existing power dynamics without much, or any, positive impact [43]. The piece contrasts fine-grained data dividends
with coarse dividends funded by company profits, similar to the approach suggested by Feygin and colleagues [16].
Tsukayama, writing for the Electronic Frontier Foundation, raised similar concerns [55] and highlighted that certain
dividend design choices could create perverse incentives that coerce economically vulnerable people to share data
excessively, at risk to their own well-being. As such, there are reasons to broadly oppose many implementations of data
dividends, especially programs that pay small amounts of money and do little to change power dynamics.

Opposing data dividends altogether or supporting a simple tax-and-fund-public-goods [16] approach still involves
adopting an operational definition of data value. Dividing payments equally between all members of some group
involves assigning positive data values to members of the recipient group and zero data value to those who are not
members. For instance, if California were to tax AI revenue to disburse equally between California residents, this would
involve producing a mapping of data values in which California residents have a value of 1 and everyone else has a
value of 0. And taking no action can be seen as assigning zero data value to historical contributions. In this scenario,
contributors only see a share of AI winnings if they flow (or trickle) back in the form of new technologies or future
market activity.

There is an additional implicit argument against data dividends worth spelling out: that people already receive
utility from data-dependent systems in the form of system capabilities. Better search, recommendations, generative AI
systems, and more could be seen as a kind of dividend, when services like Google search, TikTok’s recommendations,
and ChatGPT are (currently) offered for free. However, even if we consider services as part of a data dividend, there is
no guarantee the public or the state would consider this to be a “good deal”. Given that the data valuation tasks we
study are actually indifferent to how a dividend is disbursed (e.g., cash, goods, services), data dividend designers could
take into account the value of free services and then provide additional payments or goods.

2.3 Data Dividends and Markets for Digital Labor

Crowdwork marketplaces such as Mechanical Turk [3, 21, 23, 27, 30] already enable people to be compensated for digital
labor. Here, we discuss how data dividends differ from such marketplaces, but can be complementary in achieving
pro-social outcomes. In short, while markets for data can refer to platforms that allow either the purchase of entire
datasets or individual contributions (like paying a gig worker to label an image), data dividends can refer broadly to
any kind of retroactive payments for data.

In crowdwork marketplaces, workers are paid based on discrete tasks with definitive starting and ending points (see
[3] for extensive comparison of crowdwork to “piecework”). This approach does not translate well to compensating
people for the data they produce passively during activities like using search engines and recommender systems, i.e.
kinds of data often called implicit feedback [39]. These technologies rely on behavioral data, e.g. clicks and views. Such
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data is valuable under the assumption that they represent in-the-wild preferences. Thus, a developer cannot pay directly
for 100 units of search logs in the way they could pay for 100 units of labeled images. However, they could pay for
access to a year’s worth of “natural” behavioral logs (though behavioral logs generated in a world with payments will
differ from those generated in a world without). This style of payment would be a privately-implemented data dividend.

Furthermore, existing crowdworkmarketplaces are not well-suited to rewarding historical contributions. If computing-
induced inequality increases dramatically, simply distributing earnings from future improvements to technologies will
likely be insufficient to satiate economic and political demands.

Current crowdwork marketplaces have been subject to a broad range of critiques related to their ability to address
economic inequality (see e.g. [21]). Without careful consideration of the work which has critiqued the crowdwork
paradigm, data dividends may fall into similar patterns, e.g. excessively low payments. Our expectation is that crowdwork
could be an important part of broadly distributing the profits from intelligent technologies.

2.4 Data Valuation

A central challenge for data dividends is identifying the value of a given unit or group of data in a particular context.
Our work intersects with data valuation literature at multiple levels: (1) measuring the impact of data on firm revenues,
and (2) measuring how an observation (or group of observations) impacts a machine learning model’s performance.

2.4.1 The Aggregate Impact of Data on Firm Revenue. Many discussions around the value of data have considered
estimating the aggregate monetary value of data to companies, which we might call “company-level data valuation”
[18, 33, 36]. This generally involves trying to attribute some portion of firm revenue as “data revenue” (i.e., answering a
counterfactual question about the impact of data on revenue). For instance, in discussing the results of their company-
level data valuation study, Shapiro and Anejo called for 50% of estimated “data revenue” to be paid directly to Americans
or into infrastructure [50].

Estimating data revenue is likely to be an important step in determining the funding pool for a dividend. If a data
dividend is implemented using a very simple “just fund public goods” approach, this high-level data valuation may
be the only value estimation needed. In early dividend implementations, this might involve very broad strokes, e.g.
taxing 1% of the revenue of regulator-selected firms. In the future, more precise estimates of the causal impact of data
on revenue may be possible, especially if firms are provided with incentives to participate in the estimation.

Looking forward, identifying the value of technologies not directly connected to revenue (e.g. services like AI
assistants, search, image tagging, etc.) and public datasets on which for-profit intelligent technologies rely (e.g.,
Wikipedia [58]) will be important for a more holistic perspective on aggregate data valuation.

2.4.2 Observation-level Impact of Data on Model Capabilities. Discussions of paying people for data have suggested
(often implicitly) that payments should be made to individuals, in accordance with how much somebody impacted a
data-dependent technology. Any such meritocratic approach to data payments requires observation-level data valuation
– a way to measure the value of specific observations to a ML model, which is an open challenge that has been explored
by recent ML research [17, 26, 32, 34, 51].

Here, we discuss several specific techniques and lines of work that were particularly influential on our experiments.
We refer interested readers to Hammoudeh and Lowd’s full survey of training data influence techniques for an extensive
discussion of factors like complexity and the assumptions used by different techniques [20].

Koh and Liang’s influence function-based approach [32] operationalized data valuation by estimating how model
loss changes when an observation is removed. A key idea was that a data point’s influence could be calculated without
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actual retraining. Following the attention to influence functions, rapid progress was made in developing data valuation
techniques that use the Shapley value from cooperative game theory, an approach motivated in part by compelling
theoretical properties [17, 26, 34]. For instance, under certain conditions, the players being assigned Shapley values (i.e.,
data contributors) can be sure that two observations that have the same effect on performance will be given the same
value. The Beta Shapley approach [34] adds further flexibility to Shapley value based approaches, and offers unique
advantages for data dividend simulations. We describe this in greater detail below in our Methods section. A later
approach, the Average Marginal Effect, can be seen as inclusive of both Data Shapley and Beta Shapley [37].

Researchers have also proposed other alternative definitions of data value (see also Sim et al.’s survey [51]). For
instance, the least core approach from Yan and Procaccia seeks to minimize the difference between the value and payoff
of any given coalition [64] and specifically incentivizes contributors to not opt out. However, this concern is probably
more relevant to markets or long-running data dividend programs than new pilot programs. Such programs will likely
move beyond relatively static experiments we explore here into the domain of mechanism design.

The “datamodels” approach provides a way to directly learn about “data counterfactuals” for specific test examples,
i.e. to predict the output of training a model with some training set and a specific test example [25].

All these definitions are likely to be relevant to long-term data dividend discussions, but here we focus specifically
on the Beta Shapley approach for its flexibility – as we are especially interested in the role of designer choice – and
because it is practical to run experiments with small batches of data.

2.4.3 Observation-level Valuation with Web-scale data. There is a major challenge at play in using observation-level
data valuation with modern systems: in general, amassing more data (assuming data quality remains steady) makes
systems more useful, but it also makes estimating data value under most definitions more expensive. This is because
directly calculating most notions of data value for large datasets generally involves simulating more counterfactual
worlds (computing the exact leave-one-out value requires re-training a model 𝑛 times, and computing the exact Shapley
value requires re-training 2𝑛 times to cover every entry in the powerset of all observations). Early estimation techniques
were on the order of 𝑂 (𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑁 ))) [26], though faster variants now exist [37].

For economically generative domains like search and personalization (see e.g. revenues from Alphabet and Meta) with
very large training datasets (typically web-scale public datasets or unknowable large private datasets), it is particularly
challenging to apply fine-grained data value estimation. For very small toy models that are amenable to very quick ML
experiments, is it easy to apply data value estimation. As we will see below, our results suggest a fortuitous fact for the
equality-focused designer: performing valuation at the coalition-level can make valuation more tractable (by passing
off some of the allocation work to coalitions themselves) and lead to fairly equal data dividend outcomes that are less
sensitive to seemingly arbitrary design choices.

A potential concern with placing major stock into the results of studies that use the data valuation techniques
described above is that most of that body of work focuses on traditional classification problems, and these results might
not apply to larger generative AI systems like LLMs that are seeing rapid growth in research attention and funding.

However, there is some some early work from LLM developer and operator Anthropic AI, applying influence functions
to LLMs [19]. Critically, this work suggests that training data influence for web-scale data may be viable, drastically
amplifying the potential impact of work at the intersection of valuation and payments.

This work looked closely at the concentration of influence values, i.e. how the influence score assigned to training
sequences are distributed. The authors observed a power law distribution of influences in the tail. Sequences of training
data with large impacts were rare (but account for a large amount of total influence). Notably, the authors also find that
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“the examples we have investigated were learned from the collective contributions of many training examples rather
than being attributable to just one or a handful of training examples”, a point that is highly relevant to our work.

Although this work did not share any of the influence data directly such that we could compare our results directly
(or e.g. use the influence estimates directly to simulate data dividends), the qualitative trends are generally consistent
with the findings we will discuss below.

2.5 Arguments for and Against Fine-Grained Valuation

It seems that the primary argument for using fine-grained value definition (e.g., at the individual level) is that data
dividends will create new incentives around the generation and sharing of data. As a motivating example, a program
that offers to pay some fixed amount of money per search engine query, restaurant review, or piece of art posted to the
Internet would likely lead to some degree of spam. Even a basic attempt to distinguish real contributions from spam
would constitute an assignment of data values. In other words, a data dividend implementer is performing a kind of
data value estimation just by choosing which data points to take into consideration.

Once a data dividend has been implemented, it would permanently change the incentives around data generation;
presumably some people will change their behavior in anticipation of future disbursements. It may be the case that
fine-grained dividends are perceived as more fair, but we leave this question to future work that directly engages with
recipients. We refer here to fine-grained data valuation as meritocratic in a loose sense; see e.g. [31] for an extended
analysis of the concept of meritocracy in a computational setting.

Moving to arguments against fine-grained valuation, early work suggests that fine-grained valuation can lead to
unequal outcomes [60]. A poorly designed data dividend could act as primarily a handout to the very well off. Further,
an unequal dividend is likely to have inequalities along demographic lines, as seen in data valuation work [17, 60]. Data
valuation can be quite stochastic, which may make dividend payments seem capricious. This is an issue Wang and Jia
aim to address with the “Data Banzhaf” technique [62].

Generalizing from work on learning curves and data scaling (see e.g. [22]), we can conjecture that as any given
dataset’s size increases, the average impact of a randomly selected observation should continue to decrease. This leads
to another argument against valuation-based dividends: if a technology is reliant on the collective contributions of
millions or billions of people, we already know each individual value will be very small, so why bother spending time
and energy performing data value estimation? Whether or not value estimation is worth the compute cost may indeed
depend heavily on the scale of a given dataset.

As we will discuss further below, concerns about value estimation cost can be migitated, though whether pursuing
valuation is worth it will always be a value call.

3 METHODS

3.1 Motivating our Simulations

A key application of the Beta Shapley and similar approaches is to identify data that is mislabeled, or particularly
valuable to include in a training set. It is also useful for trying connecting model outputs to inputs.

These data value estimates provide some signal about data’s impact, such that tying payments to data values may

create positive sum incentives around data creation. Still, data values will be highly dependent on evaluation procedures
and test set selection.
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3.2 Simulation Scenario

Earlier work on data dividends highlighted many choices an implementer of data dividends will face [60]. The imple-
menter could be a government agency (e.g., the state of California) or a private firm. This entity must have a funding
source and must select some inclusion criteria for which kinds of data they will be evaluating, such as a list of tasks and
corresponding datasets, or a single task and dataset.

Here, we assume that the implementer has already decided to set aside a fixed pool of money to distribute (or spend,
as dividends need not be direct paychecks – the state could allocate spending on public goods in accordance with group
data values). As noted above, a key reason to believe this amount will not be a complete pittance is the implied threat
that the public could withhold data going forward [59]. However, the question of what share of total profits should
actually go towards data dividends remains an open question.

We imagine a data dividend implementer who selects a single classification task with one representative contribution
per person. While studying a single classification model might seem distant from large language models or search
engines, we imagine that each observation represents a summary of a person’s contributions to a dataset. Furthermore,
we can imagine a language model or search engine being evaluated in a classification setting. More complex and
nuanced evaluation procedures are critical for practical use, but not necessarily helpful if we want a one-dimensional
summary of data value.

Many datasets have highly unequal contribution patterns. However, we do not focus on these. Differences between
individual influence values are small1, so for datasets with highly unequal contributions patterns the inequality in
contributions patterns will likely dominate the inequality in dividends.

This means data valuation in contexts with very unequal distributions of number of records per contributor will
already be very unequal; we do not need simulations to confirm this. Thus, our simulations focus on studying the potential
for large differences in value distribution even in contexts in which every person has roughly similar opportunities to
contribute data.

Returning to our scenario’s assumptions, we assume the implementer will use some variant of Beta Shapley value
for value estimation. The Beta Shapley value [34] builds on early work on “Data Shapley” [5, 17, 26], an approach that
considers the impact of a given data point (or group of points) relative to all possible combinations of other points. In
practice, this means sampling many possible combinations of data points (of different sizes) to estimate impact. The
Beta Shapley concept takes this a step further, and proposes that it might be useful to consider weighting certain sized
combinations differently.

Beta Shapley allows a developer performing data value estimation to choose if they prefer to emphasize the impact
of an observation (or group of observations) relative to a small (low cardinality) or a large (high cardinality) dataset.
For instance, we can think of the difference between low and high cardinality data value estimation as the difference
between asking “What would happen when adding an observation to a training set of size 10” and “What would happen
when adding an observation to a training set of size 1000”. In the first case, accuracy is likely low and the observation
may have a large positive or negative effect. In the second case, accuracy is likely higher and already fairly stable.

Beta Shapley can replicate the original Data Shapley approach (assign weights based on likelihood of drawing a
particular coalition randomly) and leave one out, so this technique is inclusive of other valuation techniques (though
distinct from other value definitions like least core [64]). This flexibility, combined with the desirable theoretical
properties, provides a boost in ecological validity to experiments using the technique.

1Formally, for a learning algorithm that is uniformly stable, “uniform value division produces a fairly good approximation to the true Shapley Value” [26].
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The results from the Beta Shapely paper suggest that low cardinality data values are very helpful for recovering
useful signal about the likelihood an observation is mislabeled, or the value of including a point in a subsample [34],
and so can help address the issue that marginal impacts will trend closer and closer to zero as data size increases.

It is still expensive to estimate data values for many data points at a time (for instance, in [63], 1000 data points is
used as a cutoff at which Beta Shapley is impractical). For our purposes, however, this limitation is not blocking, because
Beta Shapley values can be acquired for just a small batch of data at a time. Indeed, in the Beta Shapley paper, the
authors sample just 200 training points, 200 validation points, and 1000 test points from the 580k data point Covertype
dataset [6] and are able to detect noisy data. One could separate a large dataset into small batches of 100-200 points to
get data value estimates for each data point in a computationally feasible fashion. These cheap estimates should be
generally correlated with estimates generated more expensively using larger batch sizes. To confirm this intuition, we
validate that Beta Shapley values generated using different batch sizes are highly correlated.

The idea that low cardinality data values are useful in practice is important for making our experiments viable. If a
low cardinality approach provided no signal at all, it would likely be impractical to use data valuation for any large
datasets, and this might preclude the use of fine-grained value estimation for data dividends altogether. For instance,
it is quite expensive to use machine learning re-training experiments to see how GPT-3 [8] would behave if a single
individuals’ social media posts were removed from the training data, but this does not mean it is impossible to estimate
the value provided by some data contributor relative to some representative task.

3.2.1 Varying Valuation Cardinality. We first investigate two variables – “valuation cardinality” and batch sizes – that
impact which counterfactual data scenarios value estimation explores. In other words, different choices in cardinality
and batch size create different operational definitons of data value that map to different counterfactual scenarios.

By adjusting the distribution that provides the sampling weights for Beta Shapley estimation, a designer can effectively
choose how much to weigh low cardinality contribution (i.e. the impact a data point has when it is added to a small
number of other points) versus high cardinality contribution (i.e. the impact a data point has when added to a large
number of other points).

We consider a low cardinality approach (using Beta(16,1) for weights), a medium cardinality Data Shapley (Beta(1,1))
and a high cardinality approach (Beta(1,16)). See Fig. 3 from [34] for visual intuition as to how different cardinalities
weight different dataset sizes. For our purposes here, it may be helpful to think of low cardinality as “add a point to 25
other points” and high cardinality as “add a point to 175 other points”.

We address our computational challenges by working with batches of data. We can sample just 200 data points
and evaluate the impact of each point relative to this small sample. The exact batch size (e.g., 100, 200, 500) impacts
the counterfactual scenarios that data valuation explores: for instance, for batches of size 200, high cardinality value
estimates will at most consider the interactions between 200 observations. There is some dataset size at which valuation
experiments become impractical (for instance, estimating an individual person’s impact on a large language model is
very unlikely to be performed in practice). As such, we view the batching approach as a reasonable limitation, and a
choice an implementer would make for pragmatic reasons.

3.2.2 Varying Dataset Processing. Designers will need to choose which datasets and tasks are used for valuation, and
might even choose to make certain data processing choices before beginning value estimation. For instance, they
might binarize some variables in a dataset or remove uninformative features to lower the computational cost of value
estimation.
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Using synthetic data means that we can explore dataset attributes in a systematic manner. Specifically, we see how
varying the number of classes in a classification task and changing the test set size impact data value distributions.

Multi-class problems have potential for overall greater information content (typically, binarizing labels loses infor-
mation). In other words, multi-class problems can map to harder tasks. Using the lens of extreme classification, we can
even view tasks like user-specific personalization as special cases of very-many-class problems [41], so understanding
trends in data value distributions as number of classes grows can provide some insight into how data values might look
for highly complex tasks. Of course, future work might study many other types of variations in dataset characteristics.
Varying the number of classes of a synthetic dataset is one approach for starting to study dataset variations.

3.2.3 Data Coalitions. Finally, we investigate how dividend outcomes might change if people form “data coalitions”,
and how data values are assigned to groups of data points rather than individual data points. We can think of data
coalitions as a way for people to “bind together” their data contributions: the data user (e.g., a tech company) will either
have all or none of the observations from any given coalition.

Computationally, this is convenient for data value estimation experiments, as it reduces the number of counterfactuals
that we must explore. In the most extreme example where every contributor joins one data coalition, we only need
to train two models: one with “full data” and one with “no data”. If there are just two coalitions, we need only four
training runs (full data, no data, first coalition omitted, second coalition omitted), and so on (with the exact number of
training runs needed given by 2𝑐 for 𝑐 coalitions).

3.2.4 Dataset andModel. For our experiments, we generate synthetic classification data.We use sklearn’smake_classification

functionality2. We use the default parameter choices, except we reduce the number of features from 20 to 5 to speed up
experiments. This software generates synthetic data that is useful for testing different classification approaches. We
focus on a binary classification task (except in specific experiments that involve adding more classes). We show in the
Appendix how non-synthetic data display similar trends. For most of our experiments, we run five repetitions with a
different sample of 1000 points separated into five size 200 batches (i.e., 5000 data points per experiment).

As in [34], we use logistic regression to perform classification on this synthetic data and produce data values based
on estimated counterfactual changes in model accuracy. Then, for each experiment, we inspect the raw distribution of
data value estimates outputted by the Beta Shapley technique (building on the code from [34]). These raw data values
would, in practice, be converted into actual payments (or correspond to the value of services different individuals or
groups receive). See the Appendix for an example.

4 RESULTS

First, we provide an important preliminary result: validation that data values estimated in small batches correlate to
values from large batches. Then we describe the data value estimate distributions observed in our experiments.

4.1 Data Values with Small Batches

We first verified that Beta Shapley values computed using small samples correlate to values computed using large
samples. We generate a dataset with 1000 total observations, and chunked the dataset five ways – ten chunks of 100,
five chunks of 200, 2 chunks of 500, or one chunk of 1000 – in order to perform value estimation and check if the values

2The software is documented here: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.datasets.make_classification.html.
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produced with each chunk size are correlated. Based on prior Beta Shapley results, we expected this approach to work,
but by testing this we add further confidence that our experiments are ecologically valid.

In Figure 1, we see fairly robust correlations for the lower cardinality Beta Shapley approaches. As we approach
higher cardinality, these correlations are smaller.

4.2 Value Estimate Distributions

Here, we examine of impact of design choices on the distribution of data value estimates. These data values were
generated using the Beta Shapley technique with accuracy as the evaluation metric of interest.

4.2.1 Cardinality. Figure 2 shows different data value estimate distributions that arise from using different Beta
distributions to produce weights for the Beta Shapley weighted average impact calculations.

The key takeaway here is that low cardinalities provide a much wider range of data values. For instance, the “most
helpful” (highest score) point with the low cardinality Beta(16,1) approach has a data value of 7.34, i.e. the weighted
average impact on accuracy is 7 points. However, with a high cardinality Beta (1,16) approach, the highest value is 0.7,
an order of magnitude smaller. Higher cardinalities also reduce the median and standard deviation of the data values, i.e.
the distribution becomes tighter with more mass close to zero. The percentage of negative observations also becomes
higher, which can be relevant when transforming value to money.

We can interpret these results as illustrating how lower cardinality value definitions – which emphasize impact
when data is added to a small dataset – allow any given observation to have more overall impact. This tracks with the

Fig. 1. Plot showing that values produced at different cardinalities are correlated. Specifically, shows pairwise correlations of Beta
Shapley values computed using batches of size 100, 200, 500, and 1000. For instance, the upper left square shows that using Beta(16,1),
and producing values in batches of 100 and 200 produces two sets of values that have 0.85 correlation. Top left is low cardinality;
bottom right is high cardinality. Data values produced with different batch sizes are correlated, but cardinality and batch size matter.
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Fig. 2. Density estimation plots for data values. Each row shows values obtained using a different “valuation cardinality”. From top to
bottom, cardinality increases (topmost row is the lowest cardinality, which emphasizes impact of adding an observation to a small
dataset). Each plot is annotated with descriptive statistics: the mean, median (black vertical line), minimum, maximum, standard
deviation, skew, and percent of observations with negative values.

diminishing returns curves that pervade data scaling research [22]. As dataset size grows, the expected impact from
adding a new observation falls.

In the Appendix, we show similar results that involve varying the batch size. In short, increasing batch size has a
similar effect to increasing cardinality (as we might expect given the idea that batch size acts as a “ceiling” on cardinality).

4.2.2 Dataset Processing. We also investigated choices related to the dataset being appraised. We examined the role of
the number of classes included in the dataset being appraised and test dataset size.

Figure 3 shows value estimates when varying the number of classes in the classification dataset. We see that the
impact of class number on the value estimate distribution depends on value cardinality.

With low cardinality emphasizing small training datasets, the impact of any one observation is smaller when we
include more classes. For instance, for the 16 class dataset, the max data value is 2.90 versus 7.34 for the two class
case. When a high cardinality emphasis is used instead, this trend flips and including more classes causes the value
distribution to spread out relative to the few-classes dataset (though the minimum and maximum impacts in the 16
class high cardinality case still have smaller magnitudes than in the 16 class low cardinality case).

This result is important because it shows potential interactions between design choices. Above, we saw cardinality
heavily impacts value distributions; here we see cardinality choices will have further interactions with choices like
whether to binarize labels in a dataset before computing value estimates.

The data value estimate distributions were very similar across test set size. In Section 5, we discuss how curating a
test set might impact dividends and potential for future work to explore “restorative” dividends.

4.2.3 Data Coalitions. Finally, we examine data value definitions that emphasize the possibility of data coalitions. We
are interested in scenarios in which data contributors bind their contributions together, so all observations for the
coalition must be given a single value.

11
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Fig. 3. Impact of number of classes on data values. Follows the structure of Fig. 2.

When we estimate values at the coalition level, we consider a smaller number of total data values. The experiments
are correspondingly much cheaper to run (recall: if all members split into two coalitions, we only need to produce two
data values). Thus, we can include 50 repetitions instead of five. Additionally, we focus on classic leave-one-out data
values, because the number of data values per experiment is very low (the Beta Shapley makes sense when we want to
choose between emphasizing combinations of 10-25 data points or 175-200 data points, but with coalitions we could
just have two or three total coalitions).

In general, we see that splitting data between more coalitions (such that each coalition is smaller on average) creates
tighter distributions with smaller overall data values. The standard deviation falls, more data values are negative, and
the maximum impact of any one coalition falls as we allow for more coalitions to exist.

4.3 Impacts on Payments

In the Appendix, we provide a case study where we assume payments based on data values, averaging $2000 USD, are
sent to U.S. households. We see that design choices can lead to large shifts in both the variance of actual payments and
how regressive the outcomes are in terms of income inequality. This case study relies on many assumptions however,
so we focus the discussion here on interpreting the differences in data value distributions.

5 DISCUSSION

In line with prior work, our results reinforce how easily seemingly innocuous design choices can impact the outcomes
of data dividends. We showed numerous data valuation choices can impact results (e.g., cardinality, batch size, how
classes are encoded). Anyone implementing a data dividend should consider conducting similar simulation experiments
and sharing the results of these simulations with recipients of the data dividend. If no attempts to include recipients in
the design and governance of a data dividend program are made, there is always a possibility that data contributors
could withhold their data contributions to attempt to gain leverage [59].
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Fig. 4. Impact of “data coalitions” on data values. Follows the structure of Fig. 2. From top to bottom, number of coalitions increase,
and thus the coalition size decreases. These value estimates were produced using a high cardinality approach.

5.1 Against individual-level data value

Given these results and the work they build on, should activists begin pushing for data value-based dividends now?
Individualistic dividends may be counterproductive, but as we saw above, dividends can be implemented with coarse

data valuation. For instance, a government could use simple heuristics to tax data-dependent firms (e.g., a tax on
1% of revenue from some heuristically determined set of “data-dependent” firms [16]) and split this equally between
all recipients or just fund redistributive initiatives. Such a scheme may actually look quite similar to data dividend
alternatives suggested by critics of individualistic state-run dividends [43].

In terms of design implications for a data dividend that could be implemented tomorrow, it seems that focusing on
coarse data valuation is a good first course of action. If fine-grained data valuation is preferred, using a low cardinality
data value definition could help to avoid very concentrated payments, and it will likely be worth paying close attention
to other choices related to selecting the specific data used for valuation.

5.2 Practical benefits of group-level data value

As noted above, our results suggest that a particularly effective way to navigate the tension around data valuation in data
dividends is to support data coalitions and perform valuation at the collective level. Data coalitions give creators a say
in how fine-grained or coarse data valuation is: a small set of large coalitions will lead to coarse data valuation, whereas
a large set of small coalitions will lead to fine-grained valuation. Furthermore, these coalitions could aggregate and
express preferences about data dividend design parameters like valuation cardinality, batch size, and dataset processing.

An additional benefit is that coalitions provide a way for data dividends to benefit from work on online governance
[49, 65]. For instance, coalitions could perform their own data valuation and set norms around “high quality” data
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production, using new tools [65] to engage in voting and deliberation and set formal policies about data values. In the
longer term, formal legal support for data coalitions could solidify this source of power for data creators.

Interestingly, the actors tasked with implementing data valuation (e.g., computer scientists) may have strong reasons
to support data coalitions: When we have just a few large coalitions, there are very few counterfactual scenarios to
explore, so grouped data values can be estimated very quickly. For instance, if everyone in California were to join one of
ten data coalitions, the agency running a data dividend would only need to produce ten data value estimates (requiring
only ten experiments for a leave-one-out approach, and 1024 experiments for an exact Shapley computation).

5.2.1 Hierarchical data values. The prospect of assigning value to large groups creates a potential recursive problem.
Once a coalition receives a large data dividend, they might want to allocate it between members or sub-coalitions, and
a given sub-coalition might have its own subset, and so on.

On one hand, this represents an exciting new set of problems for understanding the theory of data values in a
complex game theoretic setting. Taking into consideration the interplay of sub-coalitions may provide more nuanced
data value definitions. Exploring this avenue will be of great practical interest, as in the real world we rarely have access
to the true distribution of some variable – we just have different groups providing some limited subset.

There is a potential problem as well – will designers just push computational costs saved from coalition-level
valuation onto downstream organizations? This could happen to some degree, but in general any efforts to bind units
of data together makes the overall counterfactaul space smaller (with the caveat that some of the combinations we
eliminate may be informative).

5.3 Restorative Data Dividends

A distinctive advantage of data dividends is that the designer (ideally, in cooperation with recipients) can use knowledge
about how data value estimates tend to be distributed (from simulations like ours, from theory, etc.) to design a data
dividend scheme that achieves a specific outcome.

An idea ripe for future work is that designers could also influence the outcomes of data dividends through careful
test set selection. This could open the door to data dividends that use either individual level valuation or a middle
ground collective approach (e.g., 10-20 distinct groups) to implement data dividends that are restorative in nature. For
instance, this could involve constructing a test set that emphasizes performance for groups that are historically and/or
currently disadvantaged – something that would be useful for purposes far beyond data dividends.

There is great synergy between data-centric algorithmic fairness interventions [15] and data dividends; if we focus on
building test datasets to address gaps in algorithmic performance, corresponding dividends are likely to be restorative.

5.4 Opportunities for Human-Centered Evaluation

In this study, we focused on studying recent data valuation techniques and the data value estimate distributions they
produce. As data dividends-type programs are rolled out in a variety of ways (state-run programs, revamped corporate
rewards programs, etc.) there will be immense value in conducting human-centered studies of the effects of data
dividends. How do data dividends change user behavior, if at all? How do people feel about them? For the most part,
this line of work will likely involve drawing on a mix core HCI methods such as interviews, field studies, surveys, and
observational analyses [42]. As a reflective note, the HCI field is well-positioned to run experiments that involve our
own small scale “data dividends”, i.e. retroactive payments for participants who have contributed to research studies.
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5.5 Limitations and Future Work

Our simulations tell us about what small data dividends pilots might look like. We made assumptions about what
techniques data dividend designers might explore, but did not cover all potential possibilities.

Our simulations were highly standardized. Our test sets were true random samples and our coalitions were all the
same size. When dealing with messier data, there are additional choices available to a machine learning practitioner that
could introduce even more variance into resulting data value distributions. We leave these questions to future work.

As data valuation techniques are improved and new definitions and approaches are proposed, the design space could
become even more complicated. Conversely, if the ML community coalesces around a very specific approach to data
value, the design space could shrink.

Another critical question for future work will be how recipients perceive and respond to data dividends. The mandate
of data dividends is sharing wealth with the people who help fuel data-dependent technologies, so giving contributors
a voice should be a top priority for dividend design. Simulation work cannot answer these kinds of questions, although
our simulation results could be used to develop tools for people to explore dividend outcomes. Ultimately, it may be the
case that people do not want monetary data dividends. In this case, these results and discussion points will still remain
relevant to other scenarios in which data value estimates might be used (e.g., data markets, auctions, exchanges).

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we used simulation experiments to study the role of data valuation in the design of data dividends. Our
results highlight that “meritocratic” data valuation requires making a series of highly discretionary design choices. These
choices can create dividends that are highly unequal, potentially causing the dividends to fail to produce progressive
outcomes. We conclude with recommendations for designing dividends that mitigate this concern, by shifting towards
estimating data value for groups, not individuals.
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7 APPENDIX

This Appendix include several additional analyses that relating to data valuation experiments.

7.1 Additional Data Value Experiments

7.1.1 Batch Size. Figure 5 shows how data value estimates vary with different choices of batch size (i.e. how many
training points are considered simultaneously). We show the low cardinality approach, so the overall range of values
is still quite large. We see that batch size also has a large impact on how data value estimates are distributed. Larger
batch sizes have much tighter distributions, with lower range, lower variance, and less skew. Furthermore, as batch size
increases, we see the median data value decreases.

These results are consistent with the idea that batch size, like cardinality, impacts which counterfactual scenarios
data valuation is “exploring” . Specifically, batch size controls the maximum dataset size we can consider, while different
beta distributions control how much we weight all the possible combinations up to the maximum size. In other words,
batch size imposes a ceiling on the size of counterfactual scenarios the data valuation technique considers. This explains
why batch size shows a similar trend to cardinality.

Examining batch size in this context also raises an important question: is it possible that certain observations may
miss out an being appraised their maximum value, because the batch size was too low? For instance, if an observation
on its own causes accuracy to decrease, but in combination with 10000 other data points causes a substantial increase in
accuracy, is a small batch size unfair to that observation? Looking at our correlation results from above (Fig. 1) together
with the data values in Fig. 5, this seems possible but unlikely; some observations may see different relative values with
different batch sizes, but most will not. For a user seeking to minimize variance in payments, a small batch size with a
wide distribution of value estimates is likely preferable.

7.1.2 Covtype example. In Figure 6, we include a density plot of data value estimates for the Covtype dataset [6] for
many different cardinality weights. We see qualitatively similar trends to our results with synthetic data.

7.2 Case Study: Making Payments to US Households Based on Data Values

For illustrative purposes, we imagine a very specific scenario: a US federal entity is disbursing payments on the order
of 2000 USD to a sample of US households. The use of household income is convenient for estimating the impact on
overall income inequality.

7.2.1 Transforming Data Values to Money. To implement a data dividend, we must transform data value estimates into
units of money. Data values can be negative, so this poses a challenge because we assume that early data dividends
should not be allowed to impose debt on data contributors. This means we must transform the data value assigned to
each person or coalition into non-negative (but potentially zero) payment amounts. We consider three simple approaches
that encapsulate different philosophies of data dividends, similar to prior work [60].

The first approach we consider is to linearly “shift” data values so that the most negative value becomes 0. Then, we
normalize all values to add up to 1, so each person/coalition is assigned some fraction of the total pot. Mathematically,
this is 𝑥𝑠ℎ𝑖 𝑓 𝑡 = 𝑥 −𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥), 𝑥 𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑐 =

𝑥𝑠ℎ𝑖 𝑓 𝑡

𝑠𝑢𝑚 (𝑥𝑠ℎ𝑖 𝑓 𝑡 ) , 𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑠 = 𝑥 𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑐 ∗ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
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Fig. 5. Impact of valuation batch size on data values. Follows the structure of Fig. 2. These data values estimates were produced using
a low cardinality approach.

This approach encodes the stance that payments should be related to the impact an observation has (in terms of
a weighted average over many possible combinations of observations). Furthermore, it maintains the overall shape
of the data value distribution. It also guarantees that every data laborer receives at least some small payment (except
the individual with the most negative data value). However, it can lead to some unintuitive outcomes, because the
ratio between any two data values is highly sensitive to the minimum value. We can illustrate this issue with a simple
example. Imagine two people – Alice and Bob – have data values of 0.1 and 0.2 respectively. If Alice and Bob receive a
dividend under “shift”, Bob receives twice as much money, which has an intuitive connection to the fact that Bob has
twice the impact on accuracy. However, if another person – Chen – joins and has data value -0.1, Bob now receives
1.5x more than Alice, not 2x more. If Di join with data value -0.2, Bob receives just 1.33x more than Alice. Under shift,
relative payments are very sensitive to the “most harmful” observation.

The second approach we consider is to simply “clip” all negative values to zero, and then normalize so values add up
to 1. This approach encodes the stance that the dividend implementer only wants to pay people or coalitions with a
positive impact on model utility, and that the ratio of any two payments is equal to the ratio of the corresponding data
values (a person with data value estimate of 0.2 always get 2x the payment of someone with data value estimation of
0.1).

The third approach is to just split payments equally between all people with positive data values. This approach is
similar to “clip”. One potential justification for this kind of approach would be to connect data valuation to some notion
of quality thresholds (i.e., spam detection). In practice, any kind of data dividends program that uses data quality as an
inclusion criteria is effectively using this approach.
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Fig. 6. Data value estimate distributions for a sample of data from the Covertype dataset.

We refer to these approaches as “shift”, “clip”, and “binarize” respectively in our figures below. There are numerous
ways to adjust procedure for mapping value estimates into monetary amounts that could be considered reasonable.
For instance, perhaps designers would like to first shift data values and then re-scale, or use a more sophisticated
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clipping procedure that also handles outliers. As such, the exact values that our simulations outputs are much less
important than the general trends we observe. While we include results that imagine monetary amounts based on
specific assumptions (e.g., an average payment of 2000 USD per person), these are mainly for illustrative purposes.

Then, we transform the data values into dividend payments using each of the approaches described above. We
assume a pot of $200,000 to be disbursed amongst 1000 people in each batch, i.e. a mean payment of $2000 per person, a
similar order of magnitude to the stimulus checks sent out in the U.S. during the Covid-19 pandemic [52].

As noted above, this choice is meant to provide some more intuition as to how differences in data values translate
into different payments. The exact value of the total data dividend pot is not meant to represent an estimate of the
most likely size of a data dividend payment (this will vary heavily based on political considerations), nor or any of the
key contributions of the results reliant on these assumptions holding. Rather, the USD results are meant as illustrative
examples to show how differences in value estimate distributions can translate into differences in payments.

From here, we produce a box plot describing the distribution of payments and then calculate the inequality of the
ensuing payments in terms of the standard deviation and the Hoover index. The Hoover index provides an interpretable
summary of inequality: the fraction of the total pot that would need to be redistributed to arrive at a perfectly equal
distribution.

To illustrate how differences in data values might translate into very concrete impacts on inequality metrics, we
simulate US households receiving the dividend payments. For each repetition, we draw a sample of incomes from the
2020 U.S. household income bracket data released by the U.S. Census (“HINC-06” [11]).

7.2.2 Case Study Scenarios. Using this data, we simulate three scenarios. In the first scenario, we assign incomes to
our simulated data contributors at random. We can think of this as estimating the impact of a data dividend where the
appraised dataset is specifically chosen to have data values that are completely uncorrelated with income.

Next, we assume data value and income are perfectly correlated, i.e. the most regressive possible scenario. This might
be the case if the test set is chosen to specifically reward increased accuracy for high income users. In this scenario, the
person with the highest income will receive the largest dividend. Finally, we consider the case in which data value and
income are anti-correlated, i.e. the most progressive scenario.

In interpreting these simulation results, we assume that choices leading to very unequal dividends are at higher risk
of exacerbating inequality. Given the long line of work in HCI and related fields showing that computing technologies
often perform more poorly for marginalized groups (see e.g. [40]), it seems more likely that data values will be correlated
positively, not negatively, with income.

In our plots showing changes in income inequality in terms of the Hoover index, we include three baselines to
contextualize these results. As a middle ground, we show a vertical line at -0.007 corresponding to the impact on Hoover
index from giving every household a 2k payment. As a progressive upper bound, we show a vertical line at -0.014
correspond to the impact of giving all below median income households a 4k payments (i.e., a targeted intervention
intended to create especially progressive outcomes). Finally, we also include the baseline of 0, i.e. the threshold at which
a given set of dividends is actually regressive.

Just because a particular choice leads to concentrated data values, this does not guarantee the dividend will be
regressive. Rather, it suggests that if dividend designers elect to make choices that creates unequal dividends, they will
likely benefit from taking extra steps to avoid regressive outcomes. In practice, a highly progressive scenario seems
unlikely without very intentional design (e.g., using a test set meant to emphasize performance for people who are
currently marginalized, disadvantaged, etc.).
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Fig. 7. Shows payment case study outcomes for payments with a mean of 2000 USD. From left to right: a boxplot faceted by different
transform approaches, the standard deviation of payments, the Hoover index of payments, and finally the impact of U.S. household
income inequality measured with the Hoover index. Each plot shares the same y-axis to emphasize the role of different cardinality
choices. The box plot uses the same x-axis for all facets, to show the extreme differences in payment distributions.
The rightmost panel includes changes in household income Hoover under “Worst” (most regressive), “Best” (most

progressive) and “Random” (data values and income uncorrelated) conditions. Rightmost panel includes three vertical
lines corresponding to several baselines: the change in income from allocating 4k payments to all below-median

income households, the change in income from allocating 2k payments to all recipients, and a line at zero.

7.2.3 Case Study Results. Above, we saw how various design choices impact the distribution of raw data values. Here,
we examine how the data value estimate distributions produced by different design choices translate into different
payment outcomes. We can think of this as a case study of what might happen if a data dividend was rolled out using
the above data value estimation approaches and pot of money large enough to make the average payment 2000 USD.
Overall, these results show that differences in data values can indeed translate into very different payment outcomes. If
the pot of money were larger or smaller, we would expect the specific numbers and baselines to change, but for the
general trends to hold.

Looking specifically at Figure 7, we see that higher cardinality choices – which lead to tighter data value distributions
– are also more unequal overall. A similar, but less extreme trend exists for batch size, shown in Figure 8. In fact,
consistently across our results, cardinality is a very dominant factor in determining how unequal dividend payments
are.

Looking at the role of different transformation approaches (i.e., comparing the different colors in Fig. 7), we see that
in general the shift approach creates more equal payments. clip creates very unequal distributions, and binarize serves
as somewhat of a middle ground approach. The choice of transformation has a major impact on payments. For dividend
recipients interested in having lower variance (i.e., more “certain”) payments, the results in Fig. 7 suggest that the clip
and binarize transformations may be undesirable.

However, we see that the coalitions approach can minimize the impact of the transformation choice. In Fig. 9, when
using low cardinality value estimation, payments remain fairly equal and actually become more equal with more
coalitions. Even if high cardinality value estimation is used (shown in the bottom row of Fig. 9), the coalitions approach
also keeps payments more equal so long as the number of total coalitions is low (i.e., each coalition is large).

Importantly, the rightmost panel of each plots shows how much outcomes could vary based on whether data
value estimates and a recipient’s income are correlated (positively, negatively, or not at all). In general, a particularly
unequal set of payments can be very progressive – often matching the “very progressive baseline” (green vertical line,
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Fig. 8. Following the structure of Fig. 7, shows payment outcomes for different choices of batch size. Top row shows low cardinality
data values and bottom row shows high cardinality.

corresponding to the outcome of targeted payments). However, that same set of payments can also be very regressive
(i.e., meaningful increase in the household income Hoover index).

A general takeaway from these results is to confirm that the large differences in data value estimate distributions
we observed can indeed translate into very different dividend outcomes. In other words, designer choices – which are
discretionary, and may even seem arbitrary to recipients or to designers themselves – can massively impact whether
data dividends are progressive or regressive. Even with support for data coalitions, dividends can still create regressive
outcomes (the absolutely most certain way to avoid this: treat all users as members of one coalition and just direct a
single pot of money towards progressive initiatives).
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Fig. 9. Following the structure of Fig. 7, shows payment outcomes for different numbers of coalitions. Top row shows low cardinality
data values and bottom row shows high cardinality.
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